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I
N Oxted, Limpsfield and Neighbourhood (ed. L. G. Fry, Oxted,

1932), a small book new out of print, Colonel R. H. Cunnington
wrote:

—

"Another ancient highway seems to have connected the Early Iron
Age settlements of Worms Heath and Dry Hill Camp in the Weald. It

passes down Botley Hill by the existing cart track into Pitchfont Lane,
and thence by Sandy Lane and Hookwood to Limpsfield Common." 1

Mr. Edwin Hart tells me that he has always assumed the existence

of a pre-Roman track north and south of Dry Hill, and that "it

used the deep gorge west of Titsey Park," i.e. Pitchfont Lane, and
there is in fact a widespread belief that Pitchfont Lane, with its

southward continuation, Sandy Lane, is a surviving fragment of

a "prehistoric" track. No attempt, however, seems to have been
made hitherto to prove its character, or to trace its course north

and south of Limpsfield. The object of this paper is to examine
the evidence for the existence and the dating of this track.

The existence and character of a Roman road can usually be

demonstrated on the evidence of its construction and its mathe-
matically straight alignments. An unmetalled track, merely

beaten out by the traffic using it, cannot furnish such direct evidence.

Such tracks, so far as appearance goes, may be pre-Roman, Saxon,

Mediaeval, or even later. The evidence on which dating must
depend will almost always be indirect and circumstantial. It

will consist of a number of facts none of which is, by itself, conclusive,

but of which the cumulative effect is to indicate a probability so

great that there is no room for any reasonable doubt. The evidence

here submitted is of this kind. It is directed, firstly, towards
proving the continuity of the track and, secondly, towards proving

its antiquity.

1 Op. tit., p. 121.
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The Evidence for Continuity.

Worms Heath was certainly not the northern terminus, but it

will be convenient to take it as a starting point from which to

follow the route, first southward and later northward. Along

the eastern edge of the Heath there is a rough lane, or track, which

reaches the modern Warlingham-Botley Hill road a little south

of the sixth milestone from Croydon. This track, as will be shown

later, is probably a diversion, due to the Heath being much cut

up by gravel diggings, of an older one taking a more westerly

line across the Heath. From the point of junction the modern
road, running south-east on approximately the same alignment

as the southernmost part of the track, reaches the crossroads at

Botley Hill, and the northern end of Pitchfont Lane, in a distance

of two miles. This (Warlingham-Botley Hill) road was recon-

structed and modernised some years ago. Before that operation

the remains of a deeply worn ancient track were visible alongside

it at several points. Some traces, partly filled in, can still be seen

on the north-east side of the road, about one mile from Worms
Heath. The track along the Heath is shown on Rocque's Map
of Surrey (1762), and on the 1 inch O.S. Map of 1819, as a road of

apparently equal rank with the road to Warlingham and Sander-

stead, and it is possible that it was at one time the main road to

Croydon. Be this as it may, the modern road from Worms Heath

to Botley Hill certainly follows the line of an ancient track with

the exception of the last 600 yards as it approaches the Botley

Hill crossroads. This stretch is a very obvious diversion, probably

dating from the Turnpike period. At the point of diversion there

was formerly a toll gate. The gatekeeper's cottage is still there,

and inhabited. An examination on the spot shows that the original

line of the road is marked by the hedgerow which leaves the modern
road opposite the Toll Gate cottage and carries on the alignment

to Botleyhill Farm. Before the reconstruction this hedgerow

was continuous with, and of the same character as, the hedge on

the south-west side of the road, north of the Toll Gate site. The
old hedge was destroyed for a distance of about 100 yards by the

alterations, but beyond that, northwards, it still remains. The
6 inch O.S. Map of 1914 shows clearly the continuity of the road

hedge with the hedgerow running down to the farm. The 600 yards

of diverted road has neither hedges, ditches, nor sidebanks, and
it is obvious that the narrow strip of field on the south-west side

of the road, running to a point opposite the Toll Gate cottage,

was originally part of the field on the opposite side, which was cut

in two by the diverted road. South-east of the farm the alignment

of the old road hedge is continued by a hedge and bank of the same
character, carrying the north-east boundary of Limpsfield parish.

On reaching the Woldingham-Botley Hill road, which comes

into the crossroads from the south-west, the parish boundary
turns sharply eastwards, follows the road for some 70 yards, and
then makes a semicircular sweep southwards to join Pitchfont
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Lane. This short piece of boundary undoubtedly represents the

junction between the road from Worms Heath and Pitchfont

Lane, as it existed when the boundary was fixed. There seems,

however, to have been another, and probably earlier, version of

the junction. South of the Woldingham-Botley Hill road, in line

with the boundary coming down from Botleyhill Farm, there

is a well developed hollow way which falls into Pitchfont Lane
some 75 yards below the junction of that lane with the modern
road to Titsey and Limpsfield. The actual junction of the hollow

way and the lane has been destroyed by a cart track leading into

the plantation, but it is clear that the descent, on this line, must
have been extremely steep. The semicircular sweep would be
naturally evolved by traffic seeking an easier gradient and better

footing, for wet chalk on a steep slope is bad going. Between
the hollow way and the parish boundary a second hollow track

seems to have existed at some date, but it has been partly filled

up. It is likely that the track fluctuated between several alterna-

tives, the traffic choosing that one which happened to be in the

best condition or was otherwise the most convenient. The con-

tinuity of the Worms Heath-Botley Hill track with Pitchfont

Lane is thus evident.

Pitchfont Lane itself is nearly one mile and a quarter long,

and runs from the Botley Hill crossroads to a point on the Titsey-

Limpsfield road 600 yards due north of Limpsfield Church. In
this distance it descends the escarpment of the North Downs,
reaching the bottom of the valley at the brook on the north side

of the road. For about 600 yards from the Botley Hill crossroads

its direction is almost due south, taking the steep slope of the

higher part of the escarpment obliquely, but as soon as the gradient

becomes easier it swings round to the south-east onto the Worms
Heath-Botley Hill alignment, 1 to which it holds for the remainder
of its length. The upper part of the lane is in a very deeply worn
cutting in the chalk. It is not now in use by, nor is it fit for,

wheeled vehicles, excepting a short length extending from about
the 500 feet contour down to the junction with Water Lane. It

is reputed to have been at one time the coach road from Limpsfield
to the north. If it was, it must have been abandoned before
the time of Macadam, for the central section has never been metalled.
It probably went out of use when the modern road via Titsey was
opened (before 1762). On reaching the bottom of the valley the
lane crosses, by a ford, the brook which comes down out of Titsey
Park, and from this point the alignment is carried on, unchanged,
by Sandy Lane, which, in another half-mile, reaches the plateau
of Limpsfield Common. The two lanes thus form one continuous
road one mile and three-quarters long. The eastern boundary
of Limpsfield parish accompanies Pitchfont Lane throughout its

1 The term "alignment" is used throughout to denote not the mathematical
alignment of a Roman road, but an approximation thereto ; a fixed general
direction, but without the rigid Roman adherence to a straight line.
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length, but does not continue along Sandy Lane. Just above the

500 feet contour the encroachment of a comparatively modern
chalkpit has diverted the lane slightly to the westward, but the

boundary carries straight on, east of the pit.

The greater part of Sandy Lane is also in a deeply worn cutting,

but in the Lower Greensand. It is metalled throughout, serving

as the approach to several modern houses. From the point where

it reaches Limpsfield Common, after a very steep ascent, it is

to-day continued by a road which, by way of Paines Hill, reaches

the lower country of the Weald at the western end of Itchingwood
Common. This road is about 30 degrees off the Pitchfont-Sandy
alignment. Below Paines Hill it becomes Grants Lane, and
finishes by joining, approximately at a right angle, Honeypot
Lane.

Rather more than halfway down the chalk escarpment, below
Lodge Farm, Water Lane branches off from Pitchfont Lane, and,

running approximately south, becomes in turn Limpsfield High
Street, Pollards Wood Road, Red Lane, Staffhurst Wood Road,
and finally Dwelly Lane, under which name it reaches the Eden-
bridge-Lingfield road on the edge of the flats of the Eden valley,

just east of Haxted Mill. Of these names only Red Lane and
Dwelly Lane appear to have any claim to antiquity. From the

brickworks near New Holland (one mile and a half from the south
end of Limpsfield High Street) this road carries, or is accompanied
by, the western boundary of Limpsfield parish for a distance of two
miles and a half, that is to say to within less than half a mile of

Haxted Mill. Between Caterfield Lane and Honeypot Lane, a

distance of three-quarters of a mile, road and boundary are to-day
not coincident. The road, which is here unfenced, has evidently

shifted to the eastward since the boundary was fixed. We have
thus two long stretches of road carrying parish boundaries, but
not on the same alignment, and on opposite sides of Limpsfield
parish. For the moment we will leave it at that, merely noting
that though the Water Lane-Limpsfield-Red Lane line provides

a through route to the Eden valley it does not include, and does
not account for, the lower part of Pitchfont Lane and the whole
of Sandy Lane, a length of one mile out of one and three-quarters.

The modern continuation of Sandy Lane, towards Paines Hill,

which, as already noted, diverges from the Pitchfont-Sandy align-

ment some 30 degrees, has no appearance of antiquity. The
actual alignment, if extended southward, passes through an area of

old gravel diggings a quarter of a mile wide (which the modern
road skirts), and the next quarter of a mile is occupied by modern
houses and their gardens. Beyond this enclosed ground several

confused tracks finally crystallise into a single deep hollow way
which continues up the slight slope to Briars Cross. Beyond
that point the modern road occupies the line for a distance of about
150 yards, and then swerves to the eastward towards Crockham
Hill. Just beyond the point where the road leading to The Chart
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branches off the hollow way reappears for a short distance, and
it is to be seen again about 350 yards east of the crossroads near

St. Andrew's Church, 3 or 4 feet deep and in good preservation,

on the north side of the modern road. This track is 45 degrees

off the Pitchfont-Sandy alignment, and is evidently the packhorse

trail from which the modern Limpsfield-Crockham Hill road was
evolved. The large divergence from the alignment which we have
been following suggests that it is not the real continuation of the

main trackway, but a crossroad, probably connecting Limpsfield

with the Roman road, which it would reach at Crockham Hill,

and not of earlier date than that road.

A characteristic of the ancient trackway, according to Mr.

Gilbert Sheldon, is that "it has neither the straightness of the

Roman 'street' nor the angularity of the mediaeval road. It is

direct, yet not unswerving : a wavy line represents its course."

And, quoting Mr. Belloc, he adds, "it never turns a sharp corner

save under such necessity as is presented by a precipitous rock

or a sudden bend in a river," and "where a hill must be taken,

it is taken straight and by the shortest road to the summit, unless

that road be too steep for good going." 1 This description exactly

fits our track. From Worms Heath to Limpsfield Common it is

never mathematically straight, save for short distances, but the
only marked deviation is the sharp turn at Botley Hill, followed

by the semicircular sweep and the oblique descent which brings

it back to the alignment. This deviation is due to an obstacle

of the same order as Mr. Belloc's "precipitous rock." There is

another deviation, not so violent, near the south end of Sandy
Lane, where a swerve to the westward avoids a very steep bank
on the east side of the road. As soon as this obstacle is passed
the road resumes its original direction. This persistence in sticking

to the alignment makes any deviation of the order of 30 or 45
degrees, on easy level ground such as Limpsfield Common, highly
improbable, and puts both the track towards Crockham Hill and
the modern road towards Paines Hill out of court. It is impossible,

however, to believe that a track of this length and character came
to an end "in the air" on Limpsfield Common, a spot which, though
there was a certain amount of occupation around it, possibly on
it, from Neolithic times on, cannot have been of sufficient importance
to be the final terminus. It must, therefore, have crossed the
Common somewhere, but the Common itself furnishes no conclusive
evidence. It is criss-crossed by a number of tracks, old and new,
some abandoned, some in process of formation. Their appearance
is no guide to their age, and it is impossible, without further
evidence, to suggest that any of them represents the old track.

The probability is that on this open flat heathland the traffic, on
emerging from the defile of Sandy Lane, spread itself out in various
directions, in which case no definite or permanent track would be

1 G. Sheldon, From Trackway to Turnpike, London, 1928, p. 5.
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formed. 1 But it is also most probable that the general direction

of the alignment would be maintained, so long as no obstacle of

sufficient importance to cause a deviation was encountered. This
involves the descent of the escarpment of the Lower Greensand,
which, immediately south of the Common, and for a considerable

distance eastward, is extremely steep. There are four possible

routes by which the descent might have been made, viz. :—

1. Paines Hill, already mentioned, which continues as Grants
Lane.

2. Tenchleys Lane, 600 yards east of Paines Hill.

3. Champions Lane, 600 yards east of Tenchleys Lane.

4. Trevereux Hill, 600 yards east of Champions Lane.

All four are deep cuttings in the sandstone. Nos. 1, 3 and 4

have been modernised and metalled, and are fit for wheeled traffic.

Tenchleys Lane, excepting a few yards at its north end, remains
in its primitive condition, and is a typical deep and narrow hollow
way. It is now overgrown and abandoned below (i.e. south of)

Tenchleys Wood, and a footpath has developed in the field on its east

side. The O.S. 6 inch Map of 1910 (revision of 1895) shows a bridle

road continuing south from Tenchleys Farm, across Itchingwood
Common and on to Stockenden Farm, with a footpath going on
across the railway 'at Collesters Wood, and then swerving westward
to join Grants Lane a little north of Brills Farm. On the 1933
map the bridle road has become a footpath. Rocque shows it

as a definite road between Itchingwood Common and Stockenden.

It has now (1944) completely disappeared, excepting a short

length just east of Stockenden. But the bridge over the brook
on the Common still exists, and the railway crossing is still marked
by substantial stiles, 6 feet 6 inches wide, painted white and in

good repair, and the usual warning notices.

Champions Lane originally plunged almost straight down the

slope to Moat Farm. Its present lay-out, with its hairpin corner,

is modern, but the original hollow way is still in existence for

about halfway down the hill, and its approach to the farm is trace-

able. South of the farm Guildables Lane carries on the line, but
comes to what is practically a dead end, so far as a through route

to the south is concerned, in the valley of the Kent brook. As to

Trevereux Hill, Rocque shows a road running south from Trevereux
House to "Deary Farm" (now the Old Dairy Farm) just over the

Kent border. There was, until recently, a fieldpath approximately
on this line, but it has now (1944) been ploughed out. Such paths

and tracks as exist south of "Deary Farm" do not suggest a through
route, and this area is so waterlogged that it is most unlikely that

any early trackway would have crossed it. On the whole, Trevereux

1 The two "inferred" tracks shown on the map, one of which follows the
Paines Hill road for a short distance, are intended to represent roughly the
spreading out of the traffic, not actual tracks.
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Hill seems the least probable route of the four. Reasons against

Paines Hill have already been given.

The Pitchfont-Sandy alignment, if produced, reaches the edge
of the greensand escarpment between Tenchleys Lane and
Champions Lane. As there is no apparent reason for any serious

change of direction on the level and open heathland these two
lanes, one or the other, seem to have the best claim to represent
the original line of descent to the Weald. But there is no sign of

any track approaching Champions Lane from the direction of the

northern alignment except some confused indications a little south-

east of Briars Cross, on the north-east side of the modern road,

which are probably traces of the cross track to Crockham Hill.

The acceptance of these would involve the acceptance of the very
improbable 45 degree change of direction. The unsatisfactory

direction taken by Guildables Lane is also against Champions
Lane. Tenchleys Lane, halfway between Paines Hill and
Champions Lane, and involving a smaller change of direction

than either, seems therefore, on the question of position alone,

to have the best claim to represent the original track. It is there-

fore desirable to examine in detail the approaches to Tenchleys
Lane from the north. There are two possible lines of approach,

viz. :

—

1. From Briars Cross by a track running almost due south along

the west side of Little Heath, and turning westward at nearly a
right angle to reach the head of the lane. This produces a lay-

out similar to the turn and swerve at Botley Hill, and apparently
due to the same cause, the steepness of the direct line. But
here the turn is made at a greater distance from the edge of the

escarpment.

2. A more direct line, represented by an old field boundary running
from Chapel Road, on the south edge of Limpsfield Common, to the

south-east end of Pastens Road and the head of Tenchleys Lane.

Northward this boundary points exactly at the south end of Sandy
Lane, and southward it is in line with the upper part of Tenchleys
Lane. Beginning at the Pastens Road end, it consists of a steep

bank, 5 to 6 feet high, facing west, which continues for more than
half the length of the boundary, gradually diminishing in height

until it disappears entirely. The hedgerow which it originally

carried has been mostly destroyed along its southern half, where
the bank is high, but traces of it remain here and there. In the

middle, some 50 yards of the old hedgerow still exist, but north

of that it has been replaced by modern planting and fencing.

The nature and origin of this bank is something of a problem.

The ground to the east of it is, throughout its length, level with the

top of the bank, and local agricultural opinion inclines to the belief

that it is a negative plough-bank. Its height, considering the very

slight slope of the ground on its west side, seems rather unusual,

but otherwise this explanation seems to fit the case. It might,

however, be the eastern side of a former hollow way, the western
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side of which has been destroyed by centuries of ploughing. The

6 inch O.S. Map of 1910 (Surrey revised in 1895) shows the south

end of the bank, where it bends round to the eastward, continuous

with the bank on the north side of the lane coming from Little

Heath. The south bank of this lane is continuous with the east

bank of Tenchleys Lane. The 1910 map also shows a short piece

of road or track north of Pastens Road (which was merely a foot-

path in 1895) exactly in line with the drive of Headland Cottage.

The hedge on the east side of this bit of track still survives. The

reservoirs were constructed before 1895, and do not appear to have

interfered with the old boundary, though they may have helped to

destroy any then remaming traces of the west side of the supposed

hollow way. The whole lay-out of this corner suggests that Tench-

leys Lane originally continued northwards along the line of the

Headland Cottage drive and the boundary. In that case the

existing entrance, curving eastward, would be evolved by traffic

between the ancient Salt Box (a short distance east of Little Heath)

and the farms to the south. (See Map No. 5.)

The second of these two routes, viz. that following the field

boundary, is shown on the map, because it is the more direct,

but the Little Heath route may have been used at some time,

or as an alternative. The actual crossing of Limpsfield Common
remains obscure. The distance from Sandy Lane to Tenchleys

Lane is just under one mile, but if the field boundary route is

accepted, this gap is reduced to 1,200 yards. As previously

remarked, it is possible that no really definite track ever existed

on this level and open heathland where the traffic could straggle

at will, while maintaining its general direction. There is, however,

a hollow way which is approximately on the line. It begins about

80 yards east-north-east of the crossroads marked 471 (feet) on

the map, on the edge of some small abandoned gravel pits, and
runs south-south-east, converging towards the modern road, under

which it vanishes about 300 yards from its start. South of the

road there are faint traces of a track which turns rather more to

the south and comes into line with the field boundary running

down to Tenchleys Lane. Northwards the hollow way points

about 12 degrees west of Sandy Lane, but southwards it is aligned

on certain mounds in the grounds of Tenchleys Park (see Appendix
I). It is not in line with, and does not connect with, the hollow

way running up to Briars Cross, which is undoubtedly the original

cross-track to Crockham Hill. It may be merely a track developed

from the carting of gravel, but there is no evident reason for the

extensive movement of gravel in a south-east direction, and it seems

doubtful if these small diggings could ever have produced enough
gravel to account for such a strongly developed track. North-

west of these small pits there is no sign of any track in the direction

of Sandy Lane, but this area is the most level and the dryest part

of the whole Common, and part of it is occupied by the extensive

ancient gravel pits immediately south of that lane.
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All this, so far as it goes, is favourable to the claim that Tenchleys

Lane is part of the original route, but it is by no means conclusive.

The claim is, however, supported by further evidence, to be found

on the 1 inch O.S. Map of 1819, on which the plantation now named
Tenchleys Wood appears as Dwelly Wood. On some copies the

name looks like "Dwetly," but I am informed by the Ordnance
Survey Office that this is an accident due to a broken letter, and
that the name is undoubtedly "Dwelly." The O.S. Office also

states that the name Tenchleys Wood does not appear on any
O.S. map prior to the revision of 1910. On the 1895 revision

the wood bears no name. It is mostly within the grounds of

Tenchleys Park, a house built about 1840, not to be confused

with the much older (16th century) Tenchleys Farm at the foot

of the escarpment to the south. The lane called Tenchleys Lane
passes through this wood. 1 Within living memory it was sometimes
known as Pastens Lane. Champions Lane also has an alias,

being now often called Caxton Lane because it leads to a modern
convalescent home of that name. These examples are mentioned
to show how easily old local names may disappear, being replaced

by the names of new owners of the lands, or the name of some
conspicuous building in the vicinity. The change from Dwelly
Wood to Tenchleys Wood is therefore nothing unusual.

"Dwelly" is a rare and unusual place-name. The English Place-

Name Society remarks, under "Dwelly Farm" (on Dwelly Lane,
half a mile north of Haxted Mill) :

—

It would seem to have a parallel in Dwelley Copyse near Tong in Kent.
The second element in this name is probably leah rather than eg. Dr.
Ritter would connect the first element with O.E. (ge)dwela, (ge)dwola,

"error, confusion," possibly "wandering, going astray." The exact
significance of such a compound remains obscure. 2

I consulted the late Sir Allen Mawer about this, and I am indebted
to him for the following further comment on the name :

—

The exact meaning of the element dwel or dwol, as it is variously spelt,

is very uncertain. The curious thing is that the element dwel, dwol seems
to be used in Old English a good deal more often of moral wandering
than of physical wandering, and it is very difficult to say just what its

sense may be in this leah compound. It may, of course be, as you suggest,
that in this heavy, overgrown clayey soil the name may have had the
sense "woodland clearing that leads astray."

In the Anglo-Saxon Reader (Sweet, Oxford, 1908) the word dwelian
is given the meaning "to lead astray." Sir Allen Mawer did not
exclude the physical meaning, and I ventured to suggest that the
notion of wandering or straying must be derived primarily from
the wanderings of a lost animal, or of a person who has missed his

way and gone astray. The application to moral wandering, really

1 The Terrier of the Tithe Map of Limpsfield Parish for 1841 gives "Tenchleys
Wood." The change appears, therefore, to have come about very shortly
after the house was built.

2 The Place-Names of Surrey, Cambridge, 1934, p. 328.
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metaphorical, would come later. In a place-name the element
dwel, dwol, can hardly be used in any but the physical sense. 1

We have already noted the disappearance of the track across

Itchingwood Common to Stockenden, and other local cases of

disappearance could be given. In early times, when tracks across

the Wealden Clay area first came into being, they must have been
constantly changing and shifting their positions. As one became
too deeply v.orn, and therefore waterlogged, it would be abandoned,
the traffic automatically seeking a new and drier line. Thus a
number of tracks would be developed, of which more than one
might be in use at a given moment. These tracks, before the land
was cleared for cultivation, passed through densely wooded country,

and those which were abandoned would soon become overgrown
and impassable. Owing to the difficulty of seeing any distance

ahead it would be easy for a traveller to follow an abandoned
track, and find himself in difficulties. In the case of a track

running from the greensand ridge to the Eden valley the two
ends would be permanent, one because it was on the dry slope of

the escarpment where, in course of time, it would become a deep
hollow way, the other because the shifting tracks would be compelled

to draw together into one as they approached the river crossing.

The abandoned, doubtful, and misleading tracks would be in the

middle section. I suggest that we have here the explanation of

the name "Dwelly," as applied to the lane near Haxted ; that it is,

simply and literally, "the lane to the woodland clearing that leads

astray." 2 Dwelly Farm would naturally take its name from the

lane. The repetition of this very unusual name on the greensand
ridge is significant. Tenchleys, or to give it the older name,
Dwelly Wood is quite small. It was even smaller when Rocque
made his survey, as may be seen by comparing his map with the

6 inch O.S. The wood is almost certainly a comparatively modern
plantation, mostly oak and ash, trees not native to the greensand,

and it is highly unlikely that it existed in Saxon or Early English

times. In any case, it is not, and cannot ever have been, large

enough or dense enough for traffic passing through it to lose the

way. Therefore it can hardly have earned the name "Dwelly"
by reason of its own character. But the lane through it, passing

down to the Weald and losing itself among shifting and dubious

tracks in the waterlogged forest country', would be very appro-

priately named "Dwelly." I suggest, therefore, that the wood,
like the farm, only some three miles to the south, took its name
from the lane, and that the original name of Tenchleys (alias

Pastens) Lane was Dwelly Lane. If this inference is correct it

follows that there must have been, in quite early times, either

(a) two separate lanes of the same name, on almost the same
alignment and within less than three miles of each other, or (b) that

1 I have Sir Allen's written permission to quote his observation and my
comment on it, which was submitted to him, and in which he concurred.

2 Mr. I. D. Margary suggests "the lane by (or to) the lost ley."
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these two lanes were merely the two ends of one track. Considering

the rarity of the name, and the other conditions, the alternative

(b) is much the more probable. We have now to consider how these

two ends of Dwelly Lane were connected.

Between the greensand ridge and the Eden valley all the main
streams, rising along the line of junction of the greensand and the

clay, flow nearly due south. The effect of this is to force any
ancient track (other than a Roman road) running southward in

this area to conform closely to the direction of the rivers, because,

on this heavy and wet soil, it must keep to the ridges between the

streams if it is to be practicable. Accordingly we find the lost

track past Stockenden and on to the railway crossing at Collesters

Wood running slightly west of south in order to reach the ridge of

comparatively high and dry ground between the upper valley of

the Eden and the Crooked River. The change of direction occurs

at Tenchleys Farm, just where the influence of the streams begins

to be felt. South of the railway crossing the edge of the small

triangular wood is on the alignment of this track. The actual

boundary of the wood is a ditch, outside of which, between the wood
and the plough, there is a strip about 12 feet wide, overgrown

with sapimgs and bushes, and outside this again the usual headland,

4 or 5 feet wide, with no hedge or fence. This rather points to

the track, or path, having at some time continued south of the

railway, but the hedgerow at the south-west corner of the wood
shows no sign of this. In the next field southward there is no
indication of any track, but in the next again, just east of Brills

Farm, there is a much flattened hollow, about 100 yards long,

running up a gentle slope to the south and ending at a gate opening

into the small enclosure just south of the farm. This might be
the remains of a farm cart-track or of a former field boundary.

But it does not extend the full width of the field (about 120 yards)

as a field boundary probably would, and it would cut the already

small field into two still smaller parts. On its west side there is a
large thorn tree, now fallen, and a very ancient oak ; on the east

side another oak, not so old. This suggests a track rather than a
field boundary, but is not conclusive. The foreman of the farm,

who has worked there for 50 years, states that the hollow has
"always" been as it is now, and that it has not been used as a
cart-track in his time. If it is an old farm road there is of course

no reason why it should not have followed an older track. The
balance of probability is perhaps slightly in favour of the track,

as against the boundary, but so slightly that its origin must be
considered doubtful. 1 About 500 yards south of Brills Farm,
on a rather sharp little slope, again rising to the south, there are

two parallel hollows which might be much flattened hollow ways.
The south edge of the field is a steep little bank, 1 to 2 feet high,

1 A possible alternative is the line of the eastern hedge of the farm enclosure,
and both lines have been shown on the map. This, again, is an area where
the traffic might be expected to straggle, forming more than one track.
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facing north, apparently the result of the plough turning the soil

down hill. The sectional outline of the more distinct of the hollows,

the eastern, is clearly visible along the foot of the bank. South

of this bank there is now a house (called "Brills," but not connected

with the farm to the north), built about 1914, and it has been inserted

on Map No. 6. Its garden and orchard have destroyed any further

traces which may have existed, but the ground is level, on which a

hollow way is less likely to be formed than on a slope. South of

this house there is a curious kink in the north-south field boundary
(a bank and ditch), which turns sharply to the east for a distance

of 35 feet, and then south again. This kink is in line with the two
hollows in the field north of the house. Grants Lane appears to

have been straightened from a point (B.M. 217.9), a quarter of a

mile south of Brills Farm, to the corner of Monks Lane, and the

boundary shown east of the unfenced road between those points

almost certainly indicates its original course. The kink strongly

suggests the junction of two tracks at a fine angle, the bank north

of the kink being the eastern edge of Grants Lane and that south

of the kink the eastern edge of the older track after Grants Lane
had joined it. This bank comes exactly into line with the east

side of Grants Lane south of the Monks Lane corner. I do not

wish to make too much of these hollows, both that near Brills

Farm and the parallel hollows north of "Brills," because they

cannot be certainly identified as ancient hollow ways. They are,

however, exactly on the line where traces of a track might be
expected, and I have been unable to find any other traces in this

area. 1 South from the Monks Lane corner Grants Lane continues

for half a mile till it comes to an end on Honeypot Lane at Galleys

Wood. Rocque shows a road continuing Grants Lane south of

Honeypot Lane and swerving south-west to join Dwelly Lane.

The O.S. Map shows a footpath, the north end of which, along the

edge of Galleys Wood, has now (1944) disappeared. Traces of

the old road are, however, clearly visible in the grounds of Galley-

wood Lodge (a modern house in the north-west corner of the wood,
not shown on the map), and, faintly, in the first field to the south.

These traces point exactly at the sharp bend or elbow on Dwelly
Lane, south of Shingle Barn Farm. The remainder of the footpath,

turning westward towards Dwelly Lane, is now almost disused

and will probably vanish within a few years.

So far we have followed the line from the north. For the moment
it will be more convenient to look at it from the opposite point of

view. Starting from near Haxted Mill the first mile of Dwelly
Lane, northward, is, allowing for the bends due to the road following

the contours, on the same alignment as the southern part of Grants
Lane. This brings us to the "elbow" where the road suddenly

1 The hollows north of "Brills," though less conspicuous, are more convinc-
ing than the single hollow east of Brills Farm, and the kink in the boundary-
helps to support their authenticity.
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changes direction about 60 degrees to the north-west. There is no

apparent reason for this swerve, which is of a magnitude most
unusual for an ancient road. The parish boundary follows the

road round the elbow, which must therefore have existed at the

date when the boundary was fixed. The most reasonable

explanation of it is that it indicates a former road junction. It

suggests in fact that Dwelly Lane originally carried straight on

across what I will call the Galleys Wood Gap ; that the southern

part of Grants Lane represents the original middle section of Dwelly
Lane ; and that the length of road from the elbow towards Bombers
Farm is in reality the southernmost extension of the Red Lane line

of road which, developing later, made a junction with Dwelly
Lane at this point. Geological considerations support this view.

From Collesters Wood southwards the line of the track crosses a

string of deposits of "head" or gravel, consisting of flints and
tertiary pebbles, which naturally provide better going for an
unmetalled track than the surrounding clay. There is a large

deposit immediately south of Honeypot Lane, a smaller one at

Shingle Barn, and on Dwelly Lane, a little north of Dwelly Farm,
still another large deposit, with the road running along its western

edge. The swerve to the north-west at the elbow takes the road

quite off the line of the gravel deposits on to pure clay, with no
compensating advantage in the way of distance or gradients until

the greensand ridge is reached, the approach to which, via Red
Lane, is less steep than Tenchleys Lane. But ancient trackways

take little account of gradients, so long as they are practicable for

foot or packhorse traffic.

On the evidence of the "Dwelly" name, plus that of the gravel

patches, it may, I think, be safely concluded that our trackway
reached the Eden valley by what is now Dwelly Lane. South of

the valley the alignment is exactly continued by Starborough Road
(formerly Cottage Lane) for three-quarters of a mile. The actual

crossing of the valley, and its two rivers, is effected via Water Lane
(not to be confused with the Limpsfield lane of the same name
but of very different character), which makes a semicircular sweep
to the westward, coming back to the alignment at its junction
with Starborough Road about 1,000 yards south of Haxted Mill.

The direction of this diversion is determined by a large deposit of

gravel which extends almost right across the valley flats and pro-

vides a firm bottom. A direct line from the south end of Dwelly
lane to Starborough Road would cross the widest area of alluvium
between Edenbridge and Lingfield. This line would be bad going
at any time, and quite impossible with even a small degree of

flooding. The 6 inch O.S. Map of 1909 shows Water Lane as a
footpath only, crossing the Eden Brook by a ford, the only one
between Edenbridge and Lingfield. In 1914 the ford was super-

seded by a bridge, and the lane became a metalled road. It is

even to-day the only road crossing the valley between the two
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towns. 1 The valley is still liable to heavy floods. The exact

alignment of Dwelly Lane and Starborough Road can hardly

be mere coincidence. When a road, in an area where roads are

few, approaches a river-crossing at right angles its purpose can only

be to cross that river. And, if it is continued on the other side

of the obstacle by another road on the same alignment, it is a

reasonable conclusion that the two roads are one and the same,

compelled to circumvent the obstacle by, in this particular case, a

circuitous deviation. Starborough Road may therefore be con-

sidered as an extension of Dwelly Lane.

Owing to distance and transport difficulties I was unable to

explore the route southwards beyond Moor Lane. The O.S. map
showed a track continuing the line of Starborough Road, passing

just east of Littleworth Cottage, through Spring Wood, and then,

via Dry Hill House, reaching Dry Hill Camp at its most westerly

point. But Messrs. S. E. Winbolt and I. D. Margary, when they

examined the Camp, were satisfied that neither the entrance

at this point nor the hollow way leading to it (coming up from

Dry Hill House) were original {S.A.C., Vol. XLI (1933), p. 81).

I therefore consulted Mr. Margary, and he kindly undertook to

re-examine the northern approaches to the Camp. His visit, on
28th October, 1944, resulted in the discovery of a previously

unknown ancient hollow way leading directly to the north (original)

entrance to the Camp. The following information is extracted

from his notes. The references are to Map No. 9 :

—

A line of hedgerows with unmetalled cart track on east side continues
the line of Starborough Road southwards almost continuously to Little-

worth Cottage. From A to B on the map the track, 15 feet wide, is slightly

sunken (a few inches only) with flat surface. From B to C, up a slight

incline, the hollow is plain, 15 feet wide and about 1 foot deep. From
C to D it is then slightly raised as an embankment across low ground,
but at E approaching Kiln Wood, the hollow appears again. Probably
these indications, from A to E, are in themselves quite modern although
preserving and marking the older line. In Kiln Wood the modern track
wanders as shown, for no apparent reason, but there are faint indications

of the hollow way at F outside the south-west corner of the wood.
South of Kiln Wood the modern track leads off south-west behind

Littleworth Cottage, but a most striking and significant bit of deep hollow
way exists from G to H, on the west side of the hedgerow, 12 feet wide and
1\ to 3 feet deep. At H it emerges from the slight hillside and is slightly
raised to I, where it becomes confused with the modern lane near Little-

1 Mr. I. D. Margary informs me that the 1914 reconstruction of Water
Lane was the result of a lawsuit between the then tenant of Starborough
Castle and the Rural District Council of Godstone. The Court held that
the long disused and impassable lane was a "highway," and the Council was
compelled to repair it. North of the river the "road" was actually then a
stream-bed, west of the present road, evidently a flooded hollow way. There
was only a ford and a footbridge, and the crossing was only just possible
even in summer. Mr. G. E. Crowter, at that time Highway Surveyor to
the Godstone R.D.C., confirms these details, and is in agreement with the
conclusion that Water Lane represents the ancient crossing place of the
valley.
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worth Cottage. This (G to I) piece looks old and derelict and seems
out of relation with existing tracks.

From J to K, south-east of Littleworth Cottage, there is another long

length of derelict hollow way along the north-east side of the hedgerow.
Where most perfect it is 15 feet wide and 1 to 1^ feet deep. It is overgrown
with furze, and on its outer (north-east) side the modern cart track lies

on a slightly raised bank which, towards K, gradually encroaches on tho
hollow way. In Spring Wood, from K to L, the line of the track has been
entirely remade and cut square, probably in connection with the Pump
House work, and this may have affected the bit just before K. I carefully

considered the change of direction at J. There is no sign of any con-
tinuation due south, or along the J -J' hedgerow, and the J-K hollow way
is most striking.

L was the last point at which I had previously felt certain of this track.

The track marked as the "B.R." to Dry Hill House (L-L/), now under
plough, used in fact to be quite trackless after leaving Reynolds Wood,
and, compared with the obvious traces further back, had always struck
me as too faint to be old. I therefore continued east along the ride from
Spring Wood into Reynolds Wood (which is a larch plantation now just

old enough to be easily passable under the trees). Almost at once I

noted a faint hollow way under the larches south of the ride, but gradually
diverging from it uphill as shown on the map. It got plainer and deeper,
until at M, where it curved definitely south, it was a typical pack-horse
hollow way, 6 feet wide and 3 feet deep. As it goes up the hill it continues
to get wider and deeper until, where it passes along the west edge of

Reynolds Wood at N, it is a really deep ancient hollow, 9 feet wide and
5£ to 6 feet deep, with sand-rock showing in the sides. This is blocked
at last by the cottage garden at O, though it shows faintly through the
garden to the east-west lane, having probably been filled in by rubbish
deposits there. The cottage "Ritz" stands on the brink of the deep portion,

at its end, and can be plainly seen from Dry Hill Camp.
This is a very important clue. Not only is the track exactly in the

right place, pointing to the Camp's North Gate, but it is obviously old,

looks disused for centuries, and being deepest (apparently) at its upper
end cannot be due merely to water-scouring or timber-hauling. Also it

tallies well with the remains further north, at G-H and J-K. The decided
bend at M, all plainly traceable, agrees well with the other turn at J, i.e.

if one is admissible so is the other. The reason this track was not seen
before is, no doubt, the larch wood, which would have been an impene-
trable blanket a few years ago. Although the hill is not such an obstacle
as those near Limpsfield, I think the turns at J and M may fairly be said
to ease the climb.
From P to the North Gate there is no trace, but the hollow at O is so very

much deeper than the east-west track at P that it cannot be a mere connec-
tion to that. Inside the North Gate a wide faint hollow runs towards
the reservoir, perhaps only a natural one, though it might be a flattened
hollow way.
The farm lane south from Dry Hill House is a wider hollow way (15 feet)

from L' to P', but it is not hollow beyond P', and there is no indication of
any old track beyond this point round the west side of the Camp. The
earlier observation that this track is "not original" in relation to the Camp
still seems fully justified.

From the South Gate a hollow way, much flattened by cultivation,
about 15 feet wide and up to 1J feet deep, runs to Q, and is traceable,
more faintly, to R at the foot of the slope. South of Beeches Farm there
are traces of an older hollow way just west of the farm road in places,
but the road appears to be generally on the old line and is slightly sunken,
up to 3 feet in places.

There is a further reason for the bends at J and M. Traffic

(e.g. a string of pack-horses) leaving the North Gate and making
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for the Water Lane ford would naturally make these bends : at

M to turn the head of the stream which runs down by Hopers
Farm, and so avoid a crossing lower down, and at J, after getting

on to drier ground well away from the stream, in order to make
for the ford by the shortest way. Mr. Margary concurs.

We have then a track running from Worms Heath to Dry Hill

Camp, and beyond, but with several gaps where the actual track

can only be inferred, though its general direction is certain. Taking
these gaps in order, the distance from Sandy Lane to Tenchleys
Lane is just under one mile, which is reduced, if the hollow way
on the east side of the Edenbridge road and the field boundary
line to the south are accepted as authentic, to some 700 yards.

Part of this is due to the old gravel pits south of Sandy Lane, and
the remainder probably to the level and open nature of the ground.
The gap south of Stockenden is three-quarters of a mile, but this

includes the lost footpath from Stockenden to Collesters Wood
and the railway (400 yards), and the possible, though doubtful,

traces at Brills Farm and further south. This is just the area

where traces are most likely to be scarce. It is all good arable

land, and on this very plastic soil long periods of cultivation would
completely obliterate traces of unused tracks. The Galleys Wood
gap is less than 500 yards. Mr. H. F. Remnant, of Galleywood
Lodge, informs me that he has carefully studied the land over a
number of years and has never found any traces of a track going
on to Shingle Barn and the elbow, and my own observations

confirm this. The absence of traces is not very surprising. Such
gaps occur even on the metalled Roman roads. Compare also the

gaps on the Pilgrims' Way at Titsey and Chevening (both due to

comparatively recent diversions), and elsewhere.

We now return to Worms Heath and the route to the north.

On the Heath itself all traces of any track which may have existed

have been destroyed by the gravel diggings. The consequence is

that the route, as far as Chelsham, is obscure. The alternatives

are (1) the existing Ledgers Road, the northern part of which is a

continuation of the track on the east side of the Heath, or (2) the

line marked by a footpath which starts from the northern edge
of the Heath and passes along the eastern side of Henley Wood,
skirting the rampart of an earthwork in the wood about which
nothing seems to be known except that it was "dwelt in during
mediaeval times." 1 Both routes reach the crossroads west of

Bull Green. The footpath is the more direct, and is closer to the

Botley Hill alignment than is Ledgers Road, the more easterly

position of which is probably due to the track south of it being

compelled to skirt the gravel pits. The sinuosity of the road,

in flat country, does not suggest an ancient trackway. North of

Bull Green crossroads the route begins to be clearer. A derelict

hollow way, with a boundary bank on its north-east side, appears

east of the modern road, and, after passing the School, its line is

1 D. C. Whimster, The Archceology of Stwey.'London, 1931, p. 121.
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continued by a footpath, about 6 feet wide, fenced on both sides,

passing through the grounds of the Croydon Mental Hospital and
carrying a parish boundary. A quarter of a mile on the boundary
turns due west along a short length of road, and then follows

a hollow way to the Harrow Inn. Here it turns due north

along an ancient, but not very deep, track parallel to the modern
road. About 500 yards north of the Inn the boundary turns off

to the west ; a short length of boundary fence carries on the line

of the track northward, and beyond that the route is represented

by the modern road. The wide space between the boundary
fences suggests that on this flat, and probably open, section the

traffic wandered at will, and that the modern road finally crystallised

from a number of confused tracks. 1 Beyond Willoughby Cottages

the Old Farleigh Road is on the Botley Hill-Worms Heath align-

ment. This road is a topical old country lane, and retains this

character to a point just north of Greenhill Shaw, where there was
formerly an entrance to Selsdon Park. From this point northwards

the modern road is a diversion. Rocque shows Old Farleigh Road
passing through Selsdon Park to what is now the north entrance

to the park, and continued on the same line by Selsdon Road.
Traces of the original road are visible in the park, in the shape of

hollow ways, both north and south of the house, and the remains

of an avenue of beeches. Selsdon Road carries on the line to

Croydon, swinging slightly to the west to avoid the high ground

of Croham Hurst and so secure a more gradual descent. This

road is now much built up, but still retains, here and there, the

character of an old country road. Beyond Croydon the line is of

course hopeless!}- lost, but it is perhaps significant that. the whole

alignment from Limpsfield Common to Croydon points directly at

the mouth of the Wandle, a locality rich in prehistoric relics.

The westward turn near the Mental Hospital, towards the Harrow
Inn, followed by the abrupt turn northward at the site of the Inn,

is not in keeping with the normal behaviour of a prehistoric track,

and calls for remark. The original track probably continued on

the alignment, in the direction indicated by the footpath shown
on the map on the east side of Littlepark Wood, across the north-

east corner of what is now Great Farleigh Green, and so northward,

the diverging track via the Harrow Inn joining in again somewhere
about the north end of the Green. The probable reason for the

development of this loop will be discussed later.

The Evidence for Antiquity.

Mr. Edwin Hart has observed that boundaries of parishes and
manors carried by ancient roads "are very strong indications of

pre-Saxon age, since a road would only be selected as a boundary
if it were a recognised highway." 2 Pitchfont Lane carries the

1 Compare the road between Coleman's Hatch and Wych Cross on Ash-
down Forest described by Mr. Margary in Sussex Notes and Queries, Vol. Ill,

No. 1, p. 3. 2 S.A.C., Vol. XLI (1933), p. 8.
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eastern boundary of Limpsfield, which is also the western boundary
of Titsey. The eastern boundary of Titsey follows the London-
Lewes Roman road. It is a reasonable assumption that both the

Titsey boundaries were fixed at the same date, and it follows that

both the Roman road and Pitchfont Lane were, at that date,

certainly conspicuous landmarks, and probably both in use as

"recognised highways." Further south we have the long western
boundary of Limpsfield on the Red Lane-Dwelly Lane line of road.

These two (Limpsfield) boundaries fix the date of the roads carrying

them as not later than early Saxon times, with a strong probability

of an earlier origin. In the area traversed by the North Downs,
to go no further afield, there are a number of other roads carrying

parish boundaries of considerable length. The Pilgrims' Way,
or Harrow Way, and the Guildford-Farnham road along the ridge

of the Hog's Back, both commonly accepted as pre-Roman, are

notable examples. Other examples (not an exhaustive list) are

the Wanborough-Puttenham road, the road on the Shere-Abinger

boundary, the Green Lane-Roffes Lane line of road on the west
side of Caterham, the track on the Addington-Trottiscliffe boundary
(Kent), and the road from the Pilgrims' Way towards Birling.

All these have one common characteristic ; they all lead to or

from sites which are certainly pre-Saxon, whether they are Neolithic,

Early Iron Age, or Romano-British. There are, still in the same
area, other roads or tracks, carrying boundaries, which, while

not closely associated with any conspicuous pre-Saxon monument
or site, yet pass through areas where evidence of pre-Saxon occupa-

tion is plentiful. The frequent occurrence of such instances

suggests that when long boundaries, dating from the Saxon period,

are found on roads or tracks closely associated with pre-Saxon

sites, the presumption of a pre-Saxon origin for such roads or tracks

is very strong, so strong that if it is supported by other good
evidence it amounts to certainty.

Applying this test to our track we find that it has many associa-

tions with pre-Saxon sites. Beginning in the north we have the

Harrow Inn. This name, occurring on an ancient track, is very

significant. There is another Harrow Inn, west of Caterham,

on Roffes Lane, just north of the Pilgrims' Way, and yet another

at Cheam, which, I am informed by Mr. C. J. Marshall, is situate

on an ancient track leading towards Croydon and converted, in

1755, into a turnpike road. The name "Harrow" usually repre-

sents the O.E. hearg, "sacred grove, heathen temple." 1 No authentic

evidence is available as to the antiquity of the Warlingham site,

or as to the nature of any buildings which may have preceded the

existing Inn. Mr. A. Beadell, of Warlingham, however, states that

about the year 1896 he worked on the modern addition to the

front of the Inn, and that when excavating for the new foundations,

1 The Place-Names of Surrey, p. 207. Mawer and Stenton, Chief Elements in

English Place-Names, Cambridge, 1930, Vol. I, Part II, p. 35. The Anglo-
Saxon Reader (Sweet) gives "idol."
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on cutting through the walls of the shop which was at that date

attached to the Inn, foundations were exposed "made of angular

flints set in hydraulic lime," the concrete being "of a wonderful
tensile strength—white in colour." He adds that very little sand,

if any, was used in the matrix, and that he has never seen anything
in lime mortar approaching the strength of this example. Incon-

clusive as this evidence is, for dating purposes, it certainly indicates

that the Inn was built over the foundations of an older building,

probably of some importance. In any case, during the period

when our trackway was still in use, at a date later than its original

formation, some attraction must have existed on the site which
drew the traffic away from the direct line and resulted in the
formation of the loop. The change of direction at the Inn site is

about 70 degrees. No primitive track would make such an abrupt
turn without very good reason. In this flat and waterless area

there can hardly have been any obstacle to account for it, and it

must therefore be due to the traffic getting back to the direct

route by the shortest way after the deviation. Whatever the
attraction on the site may have been, probably a shrine or temple
of some sort, the loop must have been a "recognised highway" in

early Saxon times and the direct route further east would be older

still.
1

•

Passing by the earthwork in Henley Wood as of doubtful age,

Worms Heath is a possible Neolithic site, though the evidence

seems to be now completely destroyed. 2 The hoard of bronze
axes found in 1890 near Bedlested in Chelsham parish, 3 though
the site is more than a mile from our trackway, is at least evidence

that the surrounding country was inhabited in the Late Bronze
Age. Neolithic implements are recorded half a mile N.E. of Botley
Hill,4 from just west of Sandy Lane,4 and from Limpsfield Common
and the immediate neighbourhood. 4 Titsey Park has yielded

evidence of occupation from the Stone Ages to Roman-British
times, 5 and when the Roman Villa in the park was excavated
by Mr. G. Leveson Gower in 1867 he found "some traces of a short

piece of road . . . communicating with another old track which
runs from Limpsfield Common over the hill to Chelsham." 6 The
"old track" is obviously Pitchfont Lane, and the existence of the
"short piece of road" has been recently verified by probing. Selsdon
and Chelsham are both old Saxon settlements. South of Chelsham
our trackway does not touch any known Saxon settlement or
village, and it bypasses Limpsfield at a minimum distance of a

1 North of the Harrow Inn the modern road is Old Farleigh Road, but
south of the Inn it is simply Farleigh Road. (O.S. Map 25 inch ; Revision
of 1934).

2 W. Johnson & W. Wright, Neolithic Man in North-East Surrey, London,
1903.

3 Whimster, op. cit., p. 79.

4 Six inch O.S. , 1914.
5 R. H. Cunnington, op. cit., pp. 114-15. Whimster, op. cit., p. 232.
6 S.A.C., Vol. IV (1869), p. 217.
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quarter of a mile. This is particularly significant, because there

was certainly a settlement at Limpsfield in the Roman period,

and even earlier. Apart from the evidence afforded by finds, the

first element in the name is Celtic, the O.E. "feld" being added at a
later date. 1 If the road from Chelsham and Worms Heath had
been a Saxon track, merely connecting one village with another,

it would have come straight down from the chalk ridge into Limps-
field, as the branch road, Water Lane, does to-day. Instead,

it ignores the place, holding steadily to its original direction. In

fact, it does more than this, for after starting its oblique descent

at Botley Hill in a direction pointing west of Limpsfield it deliberately

turns away as soon as the gradient gets easier and passes a quarter

of a mile east of the village. The inference is that at the date

when Pitchfont Lane was evolved there was no settlement on the

site of Limpsfield. Therefore, since the place certainly did exist

in the Roman period, the road, being as certainly not Roman,
must date from pre-Roman times. Moreover, assuming that the

Saxons (no great roadmakers) at some period earlier than the

date at which the boundaries were fixed, had needed a road to the

south, it is incredible that they would have taken the trouble to

develop this track between the two Roman roads, which are only

four miles apart in the latitude of Botley Hill and are never more
than five miles apart as far south as Edenbridge. These Roman
roads must have been conspicuous, and supposedly permanent,
features of the topography, even if they were no longer in use ;

otherwise they would not have been selected as boundaries. It

would have been easier to use one of them, even if somewhat out

of repair, than to develop a new, less efficient, and less convenient

track, with worse gradients and a more difficult crossing of the

Eden. Mr. Margary's examination of Dry Hill Camp, quoted
above, shows that our track continued southward from the Camp.
The only visible objective in that direction is the Sussex iron

field, through which the London-Lewes Roman road passes. Even
if the bridge over the Eden had broken down it would have been
simpler and easier, even for the Saxons, to repair it than to develop

a whole new road.

Summary.

The main points of the case for this pre-Roman trackway are :

—

1

.

The route conforms in all respects to the usual characteristics

of prehistoric tracks in this country.

2. So long as it is on the chalk and greensand it passes through a

district which was populated from the Stone Ages onwards.

3. South of Chelsham it touches no known Saxon settlement,

and it ignores Limpsfield, a pre-Roman settlement.

4. It was connected by a short piece of road with the Roman
Villa in Titsey Park.

1 The Place-Names of Surrey, pp. 323, 349.
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5. The parish boundaries prove that it existed in early Saxon
times, but its position between two almost parallel Roman
roads only a few miles apart indicates that it must be older

than those roads.

6. It passes close to the probable site of a "heathen temple,"

the track actually touching that site being a loop off the main
track, developed at a date when the "heathen temple" was
still a place of importance.

7. With the exception of certain short gaps where the exact

line, as distinct from the general direction, is doubtful, it is

continuous from Croydon to Dry Hill Camp and beyond.
8. The crossing of the Eden valley is made at the best spot

possible in the case of a track or road innocent of bridges.

9. Assuming that the northern objective was the Thames valley,

• or a crossing of that river at Wandsworth, the route, as a

whole, is the best that could have been chosen. A more
westerly route, say by Godstone and the Caterham gap,

would have avoided the steep climbs of the Greensand and
Chalk escarpments, but it would have meant seven miles of

pure clay country7
, as against five miles interspersed with

gravel, and it would have encountered the formidable obstacle

of the Caterham bourne.

I have to thank Mr. I. D. Margary not only for his important
discovery of the connection to Dry Hill Camp and his note r& Water
Lane, but also for much helpful advice and criticism and for pre-

paring the detailed maps Nos. 1 to 10 ; Mr. G. E. Crowter for a

variety of information and suggestions : and Mr. C. N. Blomefield

for details of the geology of the Wealden part of the route (more
particularly the exact positions of the deposits of "head" south of

Stockenden) the Eden valley, and the neighbourhood of Dry Hill

Camp.

Appendix I.

In Tenchleys Park, Limpsfield, west of the house, there is a
group of large mounds, and at Botley Hill, between the Woldingham
Road and Pitchfont Lane, there is a group of smaller mounds.
The Botley Hill group has suffered badly during recent years from
the dumping of road material and the construction of an air raid

shelter. Thirty years ago the mounds were, to my personal

knowledge, quite clear and in good preservation, but they are now
(1944) almost unrecognisable. Neither group has been excavated,
and no satisfactory explanation of their origin or purpose has been
forthcoming. At present excavation is impossible, and it would
never be easy, both groups being more or less overgrown by trees.

Their situation, practically on our north-south trackway, suggests

that they may be sighting barrows. Both are in commanding
positions, on the summits of the greensand and the chalk ridges
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respectively. Viewed from the south both positions appear to

be on the highest points of the hills, though this is not actually the

case. Both are close enough to the alignments of the trackway
to have served as guiding marks for traffic in either direction.

Each group, when there were no trees to screen them, would be
easily visible from the other. Mewed from Tenchleys, the Botley
Hill group would be on the skyline, but, viewed from Botley Hill,

the Tenchleys group, at 300 feet less elevation, would have the
"Weald and the ridge of Ashdown Forest as a background. From
the south the Tenchleys group, when viewed from the lower levels

of the Weald, or from comparatively short distances, would be on
the skyline, but from high ground at a distance, e.g. Dry Hill

Camp, the mounds would have the North Downs as a background.
For these reasons the Tenchleys mounds would be built higher

and larger than the Botley Hill mounds, in order that they might
more readily be picked up in a bad light against a solid background.
Looking south from Tenchleys, Dry Hill Camp itself must have
been a sufficiently conspicuous landmark. There is thus a series

of three guiding marks, each on a high point, in a distance of nine

miles. The next point northward at which there might be a mark
is Worms Heath, but if anything of the sort ever existed there

it has been destroyed by the gravel diggings. Though the "Dwelly"
track is not always aligned exactly on these marks, much of it is

so aligned, and when it is not there is usually some reason. For
instance, the section from Stockenden to the junction with Grants
Lane is, in its general direction, in line with the Tenchleys mounds,
but it is not in line with Dry Hill. The cause of this is a small

stream which rises a little west of the modern road and flows

eastward across the field immediately north of the house named
"Brills," (not the farm). Immediately after passing this stream
the track turns slightly to the eastwards into line with Dry Hill.

Had this turn been made further north it would have been obliged

to cross the stream lower down, where its very wet little valley is

almost a ravine. The general direction of Dwelly Lane, south
of the elbow, allowing for the curve due to the road following the

contours, is also in line with Dry Hill. Walking along the line

of the trackway, in either direction, the frequency with which
Tenchleys or Dry Hill, as the case may be, appear directly ahead
(when trees do not obstruct the view) is very striking.

Appendix II.

Reference has been made to the Red Lane line of road as a

through route from Limpsfield to the south. Since it is held that,

in spite of its admitted antiquity, it is not the original or earliest

through route, some observations on its character and probable

evolution seem advisable. From the nature of the case these

observations must necessarily be largely hypothetical, but they

are based on what little direct evidence is available, and on what
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is known of the conditions which existed in the area during the
period with which we are concerned.

The Sussex iron industry "was a large and important one, which
probably produced an exportable surplus after the supply of local

requirements" 1 before the Roman occupation, and "we are told by
Caesar and Strabo that one of the chief exports of Britain was iron." 2

An export trade of this character implies a more or less saturated
home market, and both domestic and foreign markets imply
transport. For the conveyance of the Sussex iron to the interior

markets of the island a road to the north was necessary, and this

need resulted in the establishment of the route we have been tracing.

Its date can only be guessed at. It may be earlier than the invasion
of the Belgge (about 75 B.C.), who were "skilled in ironworking
and ironmining, and no doubt increased the already existing
production of iron, "3 or it may have been developed by them.
In either case it was probably, for a long period, the only north-
south route penetrating the Weald. The (British) settlement at
Limpsfield was not yet in existence, and the route passed up the
slope of the North Downs by the Pitchfont-Sandy track. The
three-mile stretch from the Eden valley to the greensand ridge
would be always difficult, and was perhaps temporarily abandoned
during wet periods.4 Eventually the best, that is to say the
driest, route, along the line of the gravel patches, was worked out,
and the track became more or less stabilised. In course of time,
before the Roman occupation, a settlement, primarily agricultural,

grew up on the spot now occupied by Limpsfield. Judging from
the sites of finds the settlement appears to have extended westward
along the line of the brook which comes down out of Titsey Park,
where there was running water and alluvial soil. So soon as the
settlement became well established traffic on the ironfields route
would begin to visit it, both as a market and a place of rest and
refreshment. The natural result would be the formation of a
"loop," leaving the main track by what is now Water Lane and
rejoining it via Paines Hill. The footpath which branches off

from Limpsfield High Street across the front of Pebble Hill House
shows signs that it was once a deep hollow way. It rejoins the
modern road at the top of Pebble Hill, and of course disappears.
But, almost in line with it, about 150 yards further on, on the
south-west side of the Edenbridge Road, a hollow way, unusually
deep for Limpsfield Common, begins, and continues towards
Paines Hill for a quarter of a mile, falling into the modern road
at the corner north of Links Cottage. It has long been derelict,
and might be of any age. The Paines Hill road, as Grants Lane,

1 E. Straker, Wealden Iron, London, 1931, p. 29.
2 The Geographical Journal, Vol XCII (1938), No. 1, p. 59. Paper by E.

Straker and I. D. Margary.
3 Straker, op. cit., p. 4.

4 Mr. Straker suggests that the industry may have been a seasonal one,
carried on in the drier part of the year only {op. cit., p. 10).
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rejoins the "Dwelly" track south of Brills Farm. This loop would
eventually tend to draw all traffic away from the lower part of

Pitchfont Lane, the whole of Sandy Lane, Tenchleys Lane, and the

Stockenden-Brills part of the track. But the strip of alluvium

in Limpsfield along the line of the brook is narrow. During the

Roman period "agriculture flourished till Britain was able at need

to supply the necessities of Gaul." 1 Under these conditions the

narrow strip would soon be cultivated to its full extent, and more
arable land would be needed. This could most readily be found

south of the greensand outcrop. The Paines Hill track was already,

ex hypothesi, in existence, and the clearing of the forest would
lead to the formation of other tracks, e.g. Guildables Lane and
Red Lane. The latter is the natural extension of Limpsfield High
Street which, in all probability, was originally merely part of the

Paines Hill loop. The Red Lane track eventually, as cultivation

extended further and further south, rejoined the "Dwelly" track

at what is now the elbow near Shingle Barn Farm. The southern

boundary of Limpsfield Parish is more than half a mile south

of the elbow, which suggests that cultivation had extended to that

distance by the date when the boundary was fixed. Part of Red
Lane, say from Red Lane Farm nearly to the junction with Cater-

field Lane, has a decidedly "Roman" appearance. This is parti-

cularly marked from the brickworks near New Holland south-

wards. This length (one mile) is almost dead straight, is mostly

slightly raised above the surrounding country, and, including

the grass verges, is 60 feet wide between ditches, with boundary

banks on both sides for most of the distance. First century (a.d.)

pottery was found close to this section of road, at a point two miles

south of Wolf's Corner. 2 Occupation in the first century does

not necessarily mean that the road had reached that spot at that

date, but it does imply that the land was already being opened

up, and the road probably followed not long after. South of Cater-

field Lane the road completely loses its "Roman" character, and

it may be noted that it is just at this junction that it parts company
(temporarily) with the parish boundary.

Taking everything into consideration, the evolution of Red Lane

seems to have followed these stages :

—

1. A probably pre-Roman track gradually extending from

Limpsfield as cultivation spread southwards.

2. A further extension, or perhaps an improvement of the pre-

Roman track, during the Roman period, carried out either

under Roman direction or by people who had seen something

of the Roman methods of road construction.

3. A still further extension, in post-Roman, possibly in very

early Saxon times, which reached the original "Dwelly"

track at the Shingle Barn elbow.

1
T- R- Green, A Short History of the English People, London, 1916, p. 5.

2 S.A.C., Vol. XLII (1934), p. 110.
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As soon as this connection was made it is possible that the Red
Lane line became the regular through route from Limpsfield to

the south, because, though it offers no saving in distance, it is

very much less steep, in both directions, than either the "Dwelly"
route or the Paines Hill loop. But, as far as through traffic from
the ironfield to the north was concerned, it can hardly have been
a serious competitor with the Roman road via Edenbridge, which
is believed to date from the second century a.d. at latest. In any
case, the old "Dwelly" route, lying between the Roman road and
Red Lane, and touching no settlement south of Chelsham, would
have no chance of retaining its traffic. Once out of use, except
perhaps here and there as a farm track, 1 it would soon become
overgrown and lost. In the troublous times towards the end of

the Roman occupation, and in the dark age which followed, much
land must have gone out of cultivation, and by the time the Saxons
had settled down and were fixing the boundaries of their manors
the old track would be aptly named Dwelly Lane.
Red Lane is no doubt "the lane to the cleared lands."

Note.—The southward continuation of this trackway across the
Weald to the South Downs is the subject of a note by Mr. I. D.
Margary in Sussex Notes and Queries, Vol. XI, No. 3, August, 1946.

1 The flattened hollow in the field east of Brills Farm may perhaps be a
relic of this sort.




